
Introducing Faster Generation of Realistic Background Traffic using 

VR-Forces with B-HAVE 

 

 

It’s morning again. Your alarm sounds and you respond with a swift 

slap of the snooze button Six times. As you finally make your way to work, 

you find yourself stuck right behind a school bus. You stop at that coffee 

place down the street for a quick caffeine jolt, swig your frothy workday 

nectar, and fade into the anonymity of the random bustle of morning 

traffic. 

 

As anonymous as you think you are on your morning commute, it turns 

out that the “random bustle” of daily life isn’t that random. You take the 

same car at roughly the same time on the same road to work every day. 

Most of us leave for work in the morning and return in the evenings; 

baristas open their coffee shops, buses follow schedules, and kids go to 

school - all in a pattern. We rarely pay attention to the pattern while 

we’re driving to work- it all just looks like noise.  

 

For simulations, modeling this pattern of life is important. Simulated 

worlds need background traffic to add realism and depth but oftentimes 

the effort to coordinate all the entities is a daunting task. To program 



randomness and complexity to a city full of entities seems like an 

insurmountable obstacle for you and your team. How can you create this 

taxing scenario, with a pattern of life that makes the simulation feel more 

realistic? 

 

MÄK has your solution. VR-Forces with B-HAVE now makes it easy to 

create complex Pattern of Life modeling. While creating individual 

entities is useful, especially when modeling the target, real pattern of life 

modeling requires streams of people and vehicles following a context-

sensitive pattern. Without variation, the pattern becomes too obvious. 

We don’t actually end up at the same intersection with the same people 

at the same time every day we go to work. With B-HAVE, first you define 

one or more patterns through an intuitive user interface and then begin 

the pattern without having to carefully place each individual person in the 

pattern. By manipulating patterns in your scenario, you can create rich, 

complex, and realistic background traffic in minutes. 

 

Creating patterns in VR-Forces with B-HAVE is straightforward; you create 

instances of Spawn points, places where entities start, in your scenario 

and then combine multiple spawn points to generate complex streams. 

The Spawn point specifies the types of entities that will be created. Once 

they are spawned, entities behave according to their assigned plans to 

move about and interact within the world. When entities get to a Sink 

point, they disappear.  

 

With B-HAVE you can: 

• Create ground vehicle traffic patterns 

• Create random animal traffic, such as herds of sheep that cross the road 

every morning 

• Develop sophisticated human traffic, like sidewalk traffic 

• Fill in Air traffic 

• Add Maritime traffic 


